We show that the rate of switching between the vibrational states of a modulated nonlinear oscillator is characterized by a quantum critical temperature Tc ∝ 2 . The rate is independent of T for T < Tc. Above Tc there emerges a quantum crossover region where the slope of the logarithm of the distribution over the oscillator states displays a kink and the switching rate has the Arrhenius form with the activation energy independent of the modulation. The results demonstrate the limitations of the real-time instanton theory of switching in systems lacking detailed balance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal equilibrium systems have time reversal symmetry, which leads to detailed balance: the rates of transitions back and forth between any two states are equal [1] . Nonequilibrium systems generally do not have detailed balance. An important exception is a nonlinear oscillator additively modulated close to its eigenfrequency ω 0 [2] or parametrically modulated at ≈ 2ω 0 [3] . This system has detailed balance in the rotating wave approximation (RWA), but only for zero temperature [4] . For nonzero temperature the oscillator does not have detailed balance, cf. [5] .
Interestingly, the detailed-balance probability distribution of the oscillator is "fragile". The distribution for T → 0 can be exponentially strongly different from that for T = 0 for weak damping and comparatively strong modulation, where the oscillator dynamics is semiclassical [6, 7] . The fragility was found in the region where the oscillator has two stable vibrational states (SVSs). As its consequence, the rate of switching from a vibrational state W sw can be exponentially increased for T > 0 compared to its value for T = 0. Such increase is of significant interest, as the bistability of forced vibrations of quantum nonlinear oscillators plays an important role in their applications in quantum information, and the interstate switching is attracting much attention, cf. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper we show that the T = 0 region and the region, where the lack of detailed balance in the underdamped modulated oscillator is pronounced, are separated by a quantum temperature T c ∝ 2 . This temperature does not show up in the standard WKB approximation, it is not related to the conventional WKB corrections ∝ 2 . For T > T c the exponent of the switching rate W sw changes with increasing T from the semiclassical T = 0 to the semiclassical T → 0 value. The change occurs in the temperature range that scales with as /| log |. The distribution of the modulated oscillator over its quantum states is formed as a result of the coupling to a thermal reservoir. The coupling leads to oscillator relaxation. In a simple picture relaxation comes from emission of excitations of the bath, for example, photons. It is invariably accompanied by noise, because photons are emitted at random. For T > 0, along with the noise from photon emission, there is noise from photon absorption. Its relative intensity for low T is ∝n, wherē n = [exp( ω 0 /k B T ) − 1] −1 is the oscillator Planck number. The noise leads to fluctuations of the oscillator and ultimately to switching between the SVSs over an effective barrier in phase space [6, 7] . (a) The scaled Hamiltonian g(Q, P ) of the resonantly driven nonlinear oscillator; Q and P are the dimensionless coordinate and momentum in the rotating frame. In the presence of weak dissipation, the local maximum and minimum of g correspond to the small-and large-amplitude stable vibrational states (SVSs). The scaled field intensity is β = 0.02. (b) The cross-section g(Q, 0); the solid lines show the quasienergy states localized about the local maximum of g at Q = Q SVS for λ = 0.015. The scaled quasienergies of these states gn lie between g SVS = g(Q SVS , 0) and g S = g(Q S , 0), where (Q S , P = 0) is the saddle point of g(Q, P ).
An insight into the onset of the switching rate fragility can be gained from Fig. 1 the Hamiltonian are analogous to intrawell states of a particle in a static potential. For weak damping, the state populations ρ n are determined by a balance equation. In dimensionless time τ , see Eq. (5), it readṡ
The dimensionless transitions rates W mn = W (e) mn + W (abs) mn have two terms, which come from emission and absorption of bath excitations, respectively; W (abs) mn ∝n. For T = 0, the stationary probability distribution ρ (0) n is formed by the rates W (e) mn . Of interest for switching is the population of quantum states n with the wave functions ψ n extending to the boundary of the classical basin of attraction to the SVS. For such states n 1, for small (we count the states off from the SVS). In a certain parameter range the rates W n tȯ ρ n /ρ n diverges for n → ∞. This correction describes the absorption-induced flux into state n from the states that are closer to the SVS. The divergence occurs even forn → 0, indicating the fragility of the T = 0 solution.
The value of T c can be estimated by noticing that, for finite , the number M of quantum states localized about an SVS is finite, M ∝ −1 . Therefore the above correction has a finite number of terms. If the characteristic ratio of the consecutive terms is v > 1, the correction is ∝nv M for n ∼ M. It remains small for smallnv M , i.e., for T < T c ∼ ( ω 0 /k B )/M log v ∝ 2 . Finding the distribution for a finite number of states requires calculating the rates W nm of transitions between remote states, |n − m| 1. We do this for an oscillator modulated close to its eigenfrequency by combining the WKB and the conformal mapping techniques.
II. OSCILLATOR DYNAMICS IN THE ROTATING FRAME
The Hamiltonian of the modulated oscillator reads
where q and p are the oscillator coordinate and momentum. We assume that the modulation detuning δω = ω F − ω 0 is small, |δω| ω 0 , as is also the nonlinearity , |γ| q 2 ω 2 0 . The oscillator displays bistability of forced vibrations for γ δω > 0; for concreteness we assume γ, δω > 0.
We switch to the rotating frame using the transformation U (t) = exp(−iω F a † at), where a † and a are the oscillator raising and lowering operators. We also introduce slowly varying in time dimensionless coordinate Q and momentum P ,
The dimensionless parameter λ plays the role of the Planck constant in the dynamics in the rotating frame. We assume λ 1, so that this dynamics is semiclassical. In the RWA the transformed oscillator Hamiltoniañ
is the scaled field intensity. Function g(Q, P ) is shown in Fig. 1 . Where the oscillator is bistable, g(Q, P ) has the form of a tilted Mexican hat with the extrema corresponding to the SVSs.
Operatorĝ is Hermitian and has a complete set of eigenfunctions ψ n (Q),ĝψ n = g n ψ n . The eigenvalues g n give the scaled quasienergies ε n of the modulated oscillator in the RWA,
2 /3γ]g n . They are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The spacing between the eigenvalues g n is ∝ λ. The number of states between an extremum and the saddle point of g(Q, P ) is M ∼ λ −1
1.

A. Master equation and the transition rates
The dynamics of the oscillator weakly coupled to a thermal reservoir can often be described in slow time by a Markov master equation for the oscillator density matrix ρ. To the lowest order in the coupling
Operatorκρ describes relaxation; the coupling-induced renormalization of the oscillator parameters is incorporated into ω 0 , γ. If the coupling is linear in the oscillator raising and lowering operators,κρ = κ(n + 1)(a
, where κ is the oscillator decay rate scaled by δω.
For λ 1 the scaled rate of inter-SVS switching W sw /δω κ. Then over dimensionless time ∼ κ −1 there is formed a quasi-stationary distribution of the oscillator over the states ψ n localized around the initially occupied SVS. It slowly evolves over time ∼ W −1 sw . From Eq. (5), if damping is small, so that κ is small compared to the transition frequencies |g n −g n±1 |/λ, time evolution of the populations ρ n of quasienergy states is described by the balance equation (1), where
Here, a mn ≡ ψ m |a|ψ n = (2λ) −1/2 (Q + iP ) mn . For λ 1 one can find a mn using the WKB approximation for ψ n (Q). A significant simplification comes from the fact that classical trajectories Q(τ ; g) of the system with Hamiltonian g(Q, P ) are described by the Jacobi elliptic functions; Q(τ ; g) is double-periodic on the complex-τ plane, with real period τ (1) p (g) and complex period τ (2) p (g) [6, 14] . For |m − n| λ −1 the matrix element a mn is given by the Fourier m − n component of the function a(τ ; g) = (2λ)
Here, τ * ≡ τ * (g n ) and τ
is the pole of Q(τ ; g n ) closest to the real axis; ν n = 2π/τ (1) p (g n ) is the dimensionless frequency of vibrations in the rotating frame with quasienergy g n . To the leading order in λ, we have W (e) n n+k = W (e) n−k n . Equation (7) has to be modified for states very close to the extrema of g(Q, 0).
From Eq. (7), the ratio of the transition rates W (e) is of the form of a power law,
One can show that ξ n < 1. Therefore the rates of transitions from a state n toward the SVS (W (e) n n+k with k < 0) are larger than away from this state (k > 0). This is to be expected, as approaching the SVS corresponds to relaxation. However, even for T = 0 there are also transitions away from the SVS.
A power-law transition rate ratio corresponds to detailed balance. For T = 0, for the quasi-stationary distribution ρ
n+k n .
III. THE EIKONAL APPROXIMATION
For arbitrary T we seek the quasi-stationary solution of the balance equation (1) in the eikonal form
Away from the critical temperature region R(g) is smooth and [6, 7] . This corresponds to the realtime instanton approach in the problem of the distribution of reaction systems [16] . The boundary condition is R(g n=1 ) → 0 for λ → 0; it corresponds to the occupation ∼ 1 of the closest to the SVS state n = 1. Interestingly, |R (g n=1 )| > 0, in contrast to the conventional instanton theory [17] . The dimensionless switching rate W sw is determined by the population of states with quasienergies g n close to the saddle-point quasienergy g S in Fig. 1 [18] ,
For
This solution is perturbed for T > 0. For a given state n, the perturbation is characterized by the ratio κ n (T ) of the rate of absorption-induced transitions to this state to the rate of transitions from it. Forn 1 using the unperturbed distribution we have
From Eq. (7), terms W (e) nm in the denominator in Eq. (11) exponentially decay with increasing |n − m|. In contrast,
This leads to the divergence of κ n for λ → 0 and the breakdown of the perturbation theory inn.
We will analyze the distribution about the smallamplitude SVS, see Fig. 1 , which is of primary interest for the experiment, cf. [10, 11] . In this case f(g) monotonically decreases with increasing g and goes through zero for g = g e ; in our case g e = 1/4 independent of β. We will consider the range β < 2/27, where g S < g e .
Finding κ n requires evaluating the rates W (e) n m , and thus the matrix elements a mn , for n − m λ −1 . The overlap integral of the wave functions ψ n and ψ m for large |n − m| is exponentially small, which suggests using the WKB approximation [15] . The next step is to use the conformal mapping of the complex-Q plane on the complex-τ plane performed by classical orbits Q(τ ; g). The matrix elements are determined by the behavior of these orbits for |Q| → ∞, which allows calculating both the exponent and the prefactor in a mn , and thus gives w mn , see Appendix.
The terms w mn display a maximum as a function of m for g m closest to g e . Calculating m w mn by the steepest descent method, we obtain
C n ∝ (g e −g n ) 2 is independent of λ and T , see Appendix.
IV. CORRECTION TO THE T = 0 DISTRIBUTION AND THE BREAKDOWN OF THE INSTANTON APPROXIMATION
The correction to the distribution can be sought in the form R n = R (0) n + ∆ n . For |∆ n | λ from Eq. (1) ∆ n = −λκ n a n , a n > 0,
where a n ∼ 1. From Eq. (12), |∆ n |/λ increases with n exponentially,
. The instanton approximation of smooth R (g n ) ≈ R (0) (g n ) breaks down for |∆ n |/λ ∼ 1. Thus the condition κ n ∼ 1, or more precisely, |κ n − 1| is minimal defines the characteristic breakdown quasienergy g n = g κ (T ) for given T and the characteristic breakdown temperature T κ ≡ T κ (g n ) for given g n . The thermal perturbation is small for given g provided T T κ (g). As T increases it first reaches T κ (g) for g = g S . Therefore for T < T c = T κ (g S ) ∝ 2 the distribution ρ n and the switching rate W sw are described by the T = 0-expressions. For T > T c the T = 0-approximation applies only for g − g κ (T ) λ. For g between g κ (T ) and g S the distribution is strongly changed by the absorption-induced transitions. From Eqs. (1) and (9), for g n , g m below g κ the corrections to R (0) (g) are no longer small, ∆ n −∆ m ≈ −2λν n f (g n )(n− m) for |n − m| 1/λ. The transition from the exponential dependence of ∆ n on n for g n > g κ to this smooth dependence occurs in a narrow range around the value of n where κ n = 1, see Appendix. It corresponds to a kink of R (g) centered at g = g κ (T ), where R (g) changes from ≈ R (0) (g) to ≈ R T (g) = −2Im τ * (g). Such kink is indeed seen in the numerical data in Fig. 2 (a) With increasing temperature, the kink of R (g) at g ≈ g κ moves from g S to g e . From Eq. (12), it approaches g e and disappears forn ∼ λ 3/2 or T ∼ T inst = ω 0 /k B | ln λ|, still deep in the quantum domain. For higher temperatures but stilln 1, the slope of R (g) changes in a narrow region |g − g e | 1 from R (0) (g e ) to R T (g e ). A correction to R T (g) for g < g e can be found in a way similar to Ref. 7; it is ∼n 1/3 , see Appendix. From the above arguments, for T c < T < T inst the effective switching activation energy R A ≈ λ| ln W sw | is
(g SVS is the quasienergy of the occupied SVS). It depeds on T through g κ . From Eq. (12), d ln W sw /dT −1 ≈ −( ω 0 /k B ) is independent of the modulation. This unexpected behavior is confirmed by numerical simulations, see Fig. 2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the probability distribution and switching of a resonantly modulated nonlinear quantum oscillator. We find a region of quantum crossover, which lies between the critical temperature T c ∝ 2 and T inst ∝ /| ln |. In this region the slope of the logarithm of the oscillator distribution over quasienergy states, which is the analog of the effective reciprocal temperature for this distribution, displays a kink. The slope changes from the T = 0 value, where the dissipation-induced interstate transitions are balanced within a few nearest states, to the value where long-range transitions are important. The kink is not described by the conventional instanton theory, which assumes that the slope of ln ρ n is smooth. As a consequence of the kink, in the deeply quantum regime the oscillator switching rate is of the activation form with the activation energy ω 0 independent of the modulation strength. The results bear on the current experiments on nonlinear cavity modes and modulated Josephson junctions.
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Appendix A: Matrix elements between remote quasienergy states
In this Section we calculate in the WKB approximation the exponent and the prefactor of the matrix element a mn of the lowering operator between the eigenstates ψ m and ψ n of the quasienergy Hamiltonianĝ given by Eq. (4) of the main text. The approach we propose is similar to, but not identical to, that developed [19] in the problem of the effect of counter-rotating terms on the dynamics of a parametrically modulated quantum oscillator.
The Hamiltonian function g(Q, P ) has the shape of a tilted Mexican hat, see Fig. 1 of the main text. For the values of g between the local maximum and the saddle point of this surface there are two classical phase-space orbits P (Q, g), which lie on the inner dome and on the external part of g(Q, P ). Our analysis refers to the smallamplitude stable vibrational state SVS, and we count the quantum states off from the state n = 1, which is closest in quasienergy to the local maximum of g(Q, P ). In the spirit of Ref. 15
Function ψ + n (Q) is an eigenfunction of operatorĝ such that Re[ψ + n (Q)] = ψ n (Q) and that slightly above the real Q-axis in the WKB approximation
Here, ∂ P g n is ∂ P g calculated for the momentum P = P (Q, g n ); S n (Q) is the mechanical action counted off from the right turning point Q R (g n ) of the classical orbit that lies on the inner dome of g(Q, P ) with g(Q, P ) = g n . For the inner-dome orbits the momentum is
and S n (Q) = Q Q R (gn) P (Q , g n )dQ . The WKB approximation does not apply to function a + (Q) close to the zeros and the branching points of P (Q, g n ) and P (Q, g m ). We go around these points by lifting the integration contour above the real Q-axis.
On the real-Q axis the WKB wave function with quasienergy g m is ψ m (Q) ∝ cos[iλ −1 S m (Q) + iπ/4] for Q in the interval between the left and right turning points, Q L (g m ) and Q R (g m ). Above this interval on the complex-Q plane one of the terms in the cosine becomes exponentially small and should be disregarded in the WKB approximation [15] , so that
(A4) We will illustrate the calculation by considering the case g m < √ β. For such g, the orbits on the external part of g(Q, P ) have the shape of a horseshoe. Function P (Q, g m ) as given by Eq. (A3) has a branching point Q B = −g/ √ β, which corresponds to the two utmost negative-Q points of the horseshoe. It also has three zeros: Q R (g m ), Q L (g m ), and Q ext (g m ) on the real-Q axis, with Q B < Q ext < Q L < Q R .
To calculate the integral in Eq. (A1) we change in the range Q > Q ext to integration over a contour C shown in Fig. 3 (a) . On this contour, from Eqs. (A1), (A2), and
It is straightforward to show using the full expression for ψ m (Q) that the real part of the exponent in the expression for a + (Q) monotonically increases on the interval (−∞, Q ext ]. Therefore, to logarithmic accuracy the upper bound of the contribution of the integral from −∞ to
. Below we show that a mn is exponentially larger than a WKB + (Q ext ). Then
To evaluate the integral (A6), we analytically continue a WKB + to the Q-plane with a branch cut on the semiinfinite interval (Q B (g m ), ∞). We then can change from integration along C to integration along the circle C arc and contour C shown Fig. 3 (a) .
Classical trajectories Q(τ ; g) for the Hamiltonian g(Q, P ) are expressed in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions [6] . For each g, this expression provides conformal mapping of the Q-plane (with a branch cut) onto a gdependent region on the plane of complex time τ . We define τ (Q, g) as the duration of classical motion from the turning point Q R (g) to Q. Then the region of the τ -plane that corresponds to the Q-plane (with a branch cut) is the interior of a rectangle shown in Fig. 3 (b) .
FIG. 3. (a)
The contour of integration C for calculating the matrix element (A6) in the WKB approximation and the auxiliary integration contours C and Carc for √ β > gm; QB ≡ QB(gm) and Qext ≡ Qext(gm) are the branching point and turning points of P (Q, gm), see Eq. (A3). (b) Mapping of the Q-plane (with a branch cut from Qext to ∞, the black thin line) on the interior of a rectangle on the τ -plane for gm < √ β by function Q(τ ; g) that describes the classical Hamiltonian trajectory with given g, gn < g < gm; τ (1) p , τ (2) p , and τ * are the real and imaginary periods and the pole of Q(τ ; g), respectively. The solid (C), dashed (Carc), and dash-dotted (C ) lines are the maps of the corresponding contours in (a). The arc in the lower left corner is the map of the real axis of Q from −∞ to QB(g); τB and τext are the times for reaching QB(gm) and Qext(gm). Since τ (Q, g) = ∂S/∂g, the exponent in Eq. (A5) is
As seen in Fig. 3 (b) , for any g between g n and g m , for any Q arc on contour C arc and any Q on contour C , |Im τ (Q arc , g)| < |Im τ (Q , g)|. Therefore, a WKB + (Q) is exponentially smaller on contour C than on contour C arc , and the integral along C can be disregarded. Moreover, a
a mn , as assumed in Eq. (A6). The integral along C arc can be evaluated using the asymptotic expressions P ≈ −iQ,
With Eq. (A8) the integral (A6) is reduced to a simple residue, which gives
β, the small-momentum branch P (Q, g m ) (A3) has only two turning points. In the WKB approximation, a + (Q) ≈ a WKB + (Q) on contour C whose left endpoint is the branching point Q B (g m ), see Fig. 3 (c) . The conformal mapping Q(τ ; g) has a different topology, which is shown in Fig. 3 (d) . Nonetheless, using the same arguments as before, we arrive at the same expression (A8) for the matrix elements a mn .
In Fig. 4 we compare the explicit analytical expression for the matrix elements a mn , which includes both the exponent and the prefactor, with the numerical calculations based on solving the Schrödinger equationĝψ n = g n ψ n . The results are in excellent agreement. The explicit expression for the transition matrix elements (A8) makes it possible to calculate the rate of absorption-induced transitions to a state n scaled by the rate of leaving this state κ n (T ), Eq. (11) of the main text. The most probable transitions are those from states m closer to the SVS, m < n. From Eq. (A8), the
n in the expression for κ n for n − m 1 is of the form
As a function of m, w mn is maximal for g m closest to the quasienergy value g e given by the condition f (g e ) = 0. The leading-order contribution to κ n comes from the terms w mn with |g m − g e | 1. The sum of these terms can be calculated by changing to integration over m and then using the steepest descent method. This gives Eq. (12) of the main text for κ n , with
Here, f = df /dg, whereas W (e) n is the overall rate of transitions from state n forn 1. It can be found from Eq. (7) of the main text; using this equation we obtain
1/2 . We now consider the distribution for T > 0,
For smalln we need to consider the absorption-induced transitions to a given state n only from states m with m < n. Then the balance equation in the quasistationary regime reads
The parameter κ n is given by ℘ n for ∆ n = 0.
Temperature rangen λ 3
Thermal modification of the distribution becomes substantial whenn is exponentially small in λ, | lnn| R (0) (g S )/λ. In this subsection we consider the distribution forn λ 3 . We start with the range of the level numbers n where n κ − n 1; the quasienergy level number n κ is given by the condition that |κ nκ − 1| be minimal, g nκ ≡ g κ (T ). For such n, |∆ n |/λ 1, and in ℘ n one can disregard ∆ n , ∆ m . Then ℘ n = κ n is given by Eq. (12) of the main text. In the left-hand side of Eq. (B4) it suffices to keep the terms linear in ∆ n , ∆ m . Taking into account that κ n /κ n−1 ≈ exp[2ν n f (g n )], from Eq. (B4) we then obtain Eq. (13) of the main text with
Using the explicit form of W (e) nm and taking into account that Im (τ
− 4τ * )|, one can show that a n > 0; clearly, a n is independent of λ andn.
We then consider the states with n > n κ , and first assume that n − n κ 1/λ. In this range it is convenient to split the sum over m in ℘ n in Eq. (B4) into a sum from n−1 to n κ −n 0 and a sum over m < n κ −n 0 , where n 0 is chosen so that 1 n 0 1/λ. Since ∆ m is exponentially small for n κ − m 1, it can be dropped in the terms with m < n κ − n 0 . Taking into account the explicit form of w mn , Eq. (B1), and that, as a consequence of this equation, κ n depends on n exponentially, we write ℘ n as
n ≈ e (∆n/λ)+2(n−nκ )νnf (gn) κ nκ .
From the relation κ nκ ∼ 1, it follows that the solution of Eq. (B4) is
provided n − n κ > m − n κ 1. Corrections to ∆ n come from the terms ∆ n with n − n κ ∼ 1, |∆ n | ∼ λ. They also come from the prefactor in w mn , the dependence of ν n and g n on n, and the dependence on n of the left-hand side of Eq. (B4) calculated for ∆ n −∆ m of the form (B5). All these correction are ∼ λ. For ∆ n of the form (B5) ℘
n . In contrast to the exponentially steep n-dependence of ∆ n = −λa n κ n for n < n κ , in Eq. (B5) ∆ n smoothly depends on n. The region of n where the two expressions join one another is centered at n κ . The width of this region is independent of λ orn, as seen from Eq. (B4). In this region ∆ n /λ ∼ 1.
One can easily see that Eq. (B5) applies also for n − n κ ∼ 1/λ. Here, too, ℘ n ; in the expression for ∆ n one should replace 2(n − n κ )ν n f (g n ) → 2λ n indicates that in the temperature rangen λ 3 absorption-induced transitions to states n > n κ come primarily from remote states with quasienergy ≈ g e .
As the temperature increasesn becomes larger than λ 3 and the term ℘
n becomes more important. Equation (B5) still gives the leading-order term in (∆ n − ∆ m )/λ in the range n − n κ , m − n κ n −1/3 . However, when calculating ℘
n one should add a correction −(n − m) n to this term, | n | 1. From Eq. (B1), the sum over m in ℘ (1) n is then a second derivative with respect to n of a geometric series, since in C (w) we have (g n − g m ) 2 ≈ [λν n (n − m)] 2 . The summation gives
n ≈ (n/ ℘n is independent of λ and is ∼ 1, generally. Since we need ℘ n < 1, from Eq. (B6) we have n ∼n −1/3 . Formally, the sum over n − m in ℘
n was extended to infinity, which requires that n − n κ 1/ n , and then from Eq. (B5) n λ. The correction to ∆ n /λ in the expression for ℘ (2) n is given by k<n n . It becomes ∼ −n −1/3 /λ 1 for n − n κ ∼ λ −1 . Therefore ℘ (2) n is small for such n. On the whole, as the ration 1/3 /λ changes from small to large, so does also the ratio ℘
n /℘
n , starting first from large n and then going to smaller and smaller n.
From Eq. (B1) and from Eq. (12) of the main text, for n approaching λ 3/2 1 the quasienergy g κ approaches g e . Forn λ 3/2 (T > T inst ) the rates of transitions into all states with g n < g e are determined by thermal processes. In this range ℘ n = ℘ (1) n and the modification of R n compared to R (0) n is determined by Eq. (B5). Keeping in mind that R n − R n−1 ≈ −λR (g n )ν n away from n ≈ n κ , we obtain from Eqs. (B3) and (B5) R (g) ≈ R T (g) = −2Im τ * (g), g < g κ .
Thus in the whole transition region where g S < g κ < g e (and respectively, T c < T < T inst ) the distribution depends on temperature primarily through the position g κ of the kink of R (g), where R sharply changes from R (0) to R T .
